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Clips&Hooks

We are customized hanger factory. Can accept custom hanger size ,color, logo and hook as
your request.If you have design draft, we can custom as your design draft. More details for
custom, please send me a inquiry.

http://www.chinahangersupplier.com/products/good-quality-women-clothes-wood-coat-hanger-with-laser-logo-china-hanger-supplier.html
http://www.chinahangersupplier.com/products/MSW-002-luxury-high-end-wooden-clothes-hanger-men-suits-hanger-with-bar.html


Product packaging

We use the top quality K=K carton box,it can meet the long time shipment.We also use PVC
bag coated the velvet and wood hanger, the clear polybag coated the rubber hanger to
protect the hanger

http://www.chinahangersupplier.com/products/High-end-men-clothes-black-wooden-hanger-China-hanger-supplier-factory-WHG013.html


Shipping

We can help shipping for you.( FOBshenzhen,CIF,express,DDP,DDU to your address)

* BY SEA / BY AIR / BY EXPRESS

* We are only one and half hours away from Hong Kong,
we offer   FOBGuangzhou and FOBShenzhen to our customers,we can also help in
container consolidation

* DHL, UPS, Fedex, TNT: 3-6 working days



* EMS: 5-8 working days

* China Post Air Mail:

   10-20 working days to West Europe, North America and Asia

   15-25 working days to East Europe, South America and Middle East

Exhibition

2011 China(Dalian) International Garment&textile Fair

2012 China International Trade Fair for Apparel Fabrics and Accessories(Shanghai)

2014 Euroshop in German

2012 -2017 Hongkong Fashion week for fall/winter

2013-2017  Intertextile Beijing apparel fabrics

2013-2017 Intertextile Shanghai Apparel fabrics

2015-2017 Magic Show in Las vegas



Our partner

We long-term cooperation with: CK, Satchi, KALTENDIN , evaouxiu hua-ou
show , PORTS ,Trucco brand , Vicomte A , Sincerity , Justinalexander , and so
on.



* If our Trademanager is on line,you can chat with us at any time,if we are not on line,we
hope you can leave your message off-line or send      your inquiries by email. We will reply
you within 8 hours.

* We can provide free sample in common style for quality checking.

* Custom clothes hanger samples are available, sample leadtime 7-10 days.

* If our products are damaged on the trip due to our package, we will resend same quantity
goods to customers without payment.

* OEM&ODM service available,  MOQ>=1000pcs

 


